
April 8, 2013

To: Mavis Nickles
Battle Ground School Board

I would appreciate it if you would pass this letter to the entire Battle Ground School Board.

There are a series of actions the Battle Ground School District should evaluate and pursue. I am 
prepared to meet with the board to discuss the items. This is not all inclusive but represents some of the
items needing attention. I will share these with the public for additional input and comment.

1)   For unfunded mandates from either the state or federal governments the board should refuse to 
implement without funding. Taking a stance is the only way to force attention. The board must show 
leadership.

2)    Reduce the size of the school district to improve efficiency's and reduce costs. Specifically analyze
transferring the Yacolt/Amboy area to the Green Mountain School District and the area south of ~154th 
to one of the surrounding school districts. This action would reduce the need for school bus 
transportation with the goal of removing the need to ask taxpayers for the ~$2 million unfunded 
expense not covered by the state. Rather than telling constituents that the state or other authority needs 
to take responsibility and initiate action the board needs to show leadership by taking a proactive stance
on the issue.

3) Eliminate the monthly transportation allowance to school district administrative personnel. Given 
that private business reimburses employees at rates approved by the IRS the school district should be 
no exception. It is not the taxpayers role to subsidize administration personal vehicles.

4) Increase the number of school days to put the BGSD in the top 25% of the state rather than the 
bottom 10%. In conjunction reduce (minimize) the use of partial school days.

5) Eliminate bonuses for teachers with class sizes larger than targeted if they are in effect. If the effort 
is to reduce class size then this is a counter incentive. (Cited in Mr. Lund's article) Re-examine the 
bonus programs with the school district to assess what is productive and what is not.

6) Eliminate the agreement that the Union and School district will be consulted on all levy's. This 
creates an incestuous relationship. The school boards role is to make the hard decisions and not be the 
puppet or mouth piece of the union. The board MUST show the voters and taxpayers that they 
represent the people first and foremost.

Finally the board should reach out to the public and ask them for their opinions on the top three (3) 
actions that should be taken, considered and researched. This would show the boards interest and give 
the public the opportunity to provide input. I'm sure The Reflector would work closely to disseminate 
such an effort.

Dick Rylander
Battle Ground, WA


